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IPIN 2023 Tutorial Proposal:
Indoor Localization using Magnetic-Fields

Assoc. Prof. Gustaf Hendeby, Asst. Prof. Manon Kok, and Assoc. Prof. Isaac Skog

Abstract—The ambient magnetic-field is a highly informative
source for indoor localization. It is omnipresent and variations
in the field, if measured accurately, provide a fingerprint highly
correlated to the measurement location. These variations in the
field are caused by ferromagnetic material, which is present in
more or less any building, e.g., due to steel in the construction
of buildings. Hence, the magnetic-field constitutes a viable and
robust source for localization in GNSS denied environments. Still,
the full potential of magnetic-field localization remains largely
unexploited in practice. This tutorial aims to make the concept
of magnetic-field localization more accessible for researchers and
practitioners in the field.

This tutorial provides an overview of how magnetic-fields,
together with contemporary sensing and information fusion
technologies, can be used to enable scalable, accurate, and
robust indoor localization solutions. The tutorial comprises 3
lectures from skilled researchers and lecturers within the field,
extending the general magnetic-field localization concepts, with
the special topics of magnetic-field odometry, and magnetic-field
based simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM). These
lectures are complemented with a demonstration illustrating key
concepts and a hands-on session in which the participants can
construct a Gaussian-process based magnetic field map using
data collected from a smartphone.

Target
audience:

Researchers and practitioners with an
interest in indoor navigation

Keywords: magnetic-field localization, simultane-
ous localization and mapping (SLAM),
sensor fusion, odometry

Length: 180 min
(30+45+45 min lectures + breaks/demos)

Required
resources:

Lecture hall with projector and WiFi.
We also ask the participants to bring
their laptops with a working installation
of either Python or Matlab.

G. Hendeby is with the Department of Electrical Engineering, Linköping
University, Sweden. {gustaf.hendeby@liu.se}

Manon Kok is with Delft Center for Systems and Control, Delft University
of Technology, The Netherlands. {m.kok-1@tudelft.nl}

I. Skog is with the department of Electrical Engineering, Linköping
University, Sweden. {isaac.skog@liu.se}

Fig. 1. Illustration of the magnetic-field potential variations inside a building.

I. TUTORIAL AIM & PLANED ACTIVITIES

The overall goal of the tutorial is to give the participants
an overview of how magnetic-field measurements, together
with contemporary sensing and information fusion technolo-
gies, can be used to enable scalable, accurate, and robust
indoor localization solutions. Focus will be on presenting
the key concepts behind magnetic-field finger-printing, map-
ping, odometry, and simultaneous localization and mapping
(SLAM). Further, the physical properties of magnetic-fields
will be reviewed and different methods to model and learn
magnetic-fields on a macro- and micro-scale, will be pre-
sented. Open research problems and practical challenges will
also be highlighted.

The tutorial will consist of three standard lectures
(30+45+45 min), where the material is presented using power-
point presentations and videos. Further, two technical demon-
strators, of which one will be hands on for the participants,
will be used to illustrate taught theories and concepts.
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II. TUTORIAL OUTLINE

Lecture #1 (30 min):
Introduction to Magnetic-Field Based Localization

• The potential of magnetic-fields based indoor localization
• In what ways can we use magnetic-fields for localization

– Tracking of magnetic objects
– Finger printing and mapping
– Odometry
– SLAM

• Active vs passive magnetic-field localization systems
• Properties of magnetic-fields and magnetic-field models

– Attenuation and distortions
– Divergence- and curl-free fields
– Macro- & micro-scale models

• Practical challenges in measuring and working with
magnetic-fields

Leg Stretcher (5 min)
Lecture #2 (45 min): Magnetic-Field Based Odometry

• Basic idea behind magnetic-field based odometry
• Common approaches:

– Differential equation solution approach
– Model parameter estimation approach

• Models and estimation methods used in the model based
approach to magnetic-field based odometry

– Gaussian-process models
– Polynomials models
– Sum-of-dipole models

• Theoretical performance bounds
• Videos of magnetic-field based odometry
• Fusion with other sensors and information sources
• Reflection and research challenges

Demo #1 (15 min): Magnetic Source Localization
• Real-time visualization of magnetic-fields and magnetic-

object localization using an array of magnetometers.
• In parallel coffee break

Lecture #3 (45 min): Magnetic-Field SLAM
• Basic idea behind magnetic-field SLAM
• Common approaches

– Finger printing (discrete space features for loop-
closure)

– Mapping (continuous magnetic field map)
• Map representations:

– Gaussian processes representation
– Computational complexity considerations
– Inclusion in state-space models

• Examples of experimental results
• Reflection and research challenges

Hands-On Session (40 min):
Constructing Magnetic Field Maps

• Hands-on session on constructing Gaussian-process based
magnetic field maps using data collected from a smart-
phone.
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